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Camp Chef Deluxe Double Burner Stove Hey, this is Steve from Camp Chef. I will show you just how easy it is to take our Professional Series stove right out of the box, set up and cook in just a couple minutes. Obviously, you've got to open the box up. Once you've done that, go ahead and take it out. He
got a nice sleeve to do that with. Fold those legs all the way out. Once you've done that, there's those cotter pins right here on the front. Those people comb away under the legs, or in this case, above their legs. That will keep their legs up. From there, you just go ahead and lift the stove and put it down
that way. You can see these legs out and be ready to go. Open up the shelves. That gives you some other workspace over the top. Then all you need to do is make sure you've got a methane tank with these people and your regulator. Now the one key thing you've got to do with the sender and regulator
is you've got this tight down as far as you can. You can see the pieces of copper here, tight that down as far as you can with your fingers, definitely take a leap away and really snug it down. If you couldn't have problems with color as you moved things around. The next part is you attach this regulator to
the methane tank. Also make sure this is tight. And once you've got this attached, you just opened the propane tank a couple turns. Make sure to make it slow. If you do it fast, that rush to fuel will travel this regulator right here and could cause a problem. Open it slow and at this point, we've got the built-in
ignition here. Go ahead and turn the burn on, click on it and shoot up and get ready to go. So no matter what kind of cooking outdoor you want to make, with the Professional Series stove outside, you're cooking within a couple minutes of taking out the box. Make out cook easy with the Tundra 3X and
Combo grid. In a package, you get a pre-seasoned grid that is ready to cook, and with three powerful 30,000 BTU burners, matching ignition, a three-sided windscreen, built-in leger levels, and more. The folding legs make this kit easily portable, so you can fire up the grill on the back patot, in the camp,
and in the tailgate part. No matter where you go, you can enjoy a warm, fresh-cooked meal from the 3X cooking system and grid combo. Features include 3 ft. People and Regulatory Includes folding legs and 3-sided screens include Gridle reversible Gridle/Grill (CG16B) Compatible with the 16's. Chef's
Rooftop Accessories 30,000 BTus/Hr. Cast Aluminum Bullet Partially Wind Baffle Burner Technology Temperature-style Built-in Legal Level Propane Tank Does Not Include Fitment Film All Camping Chef 16 Cooking Accessories Specifications Systems Cooking Dimensions: 38 in. x 16 in. Cooker Cooker
Area: 608 sq. Total Production: 90,000 BTus / Hr. Burner Cooker Warranty: One Year Griddle/Grid Surface area: 224 sq. Tundra 3 Burner Stove rated 4.7 from 5 by 6. Rated 5 out of 5 by nef25traveler from Versatile I (my wife) bought this a month ago in preparation for the upcoming summer season,
including trips to camping. We are so happy we did. This is a well-built piece of equipment that will last coming year. Additionally, setting up and taking down them as easy as a drag – literally. Four buttons push (one on each leg) to fold / unwind and you are ready to cook or clean up. At first I was a bit
disappointed that we couldn't grill directly on the grill (think BBQ grill) because that's what we used for so many toasted years. Well, I'm here to tell you: we've been converted! Cooking on the grid (we bought the grid size cooked top grille) made a difference for us. We can cook together if we use the full
size grid; or, we can use the tiny grid to roast and use the other burn(s) to cook with a pan. So my title is in Versatile. The fact we're cooking on a grid or with skins and baskets will only add to the longness of the equipment. This was fun, and we can't wait to make more memories around the stove. Date
published: 2019-03-24 Rated 5 out of 5 sapo from easy setup-instant installation I bought us at Costco. It's easy to set up and burn them at least units. It is well constructed that makes it a little heavy. Besides the weight question it is an excellent purchase. Date published: 2018-05-15 Rated 5 out of 5 by
Latricia from My Loved Tundra 3x stove. Used it once in camping elk, now I purchased the bag for it as well as for the grating date bag published: 2017-12-07 Rated 5 out of 5 by Rain from Love stove my Websolu Well loved our Standing Tundra 3x camping stove date published: 2017-08-11 Rated 5 out
of 5 by Old Fossil from Grand Stove and I love the 3rd Burning Got Me at Costco, have used it twice in the last 6 weeks on 3 days camping trips. I have since added shelter to fold and purchased the roller bag. This stove is large and heavy, I highly recommend the roller bag. I love cooking and dropping to
make for a solid cooker appreciated as is the 3rd floor burner. I've been using an Explorer for years for both tent and RV camping and have come to expect the quality that I enjoy with the Chef's Camp Stove. Find one you won't be disappointed especially if you can pick up one of the reasonable prices you
get at Costco. Date published: 2017-05-07 Rated 3 out of 5 by brelley from Knob will not introduce How do I get the introductory knob? The other 2 works fine. Any special tricks? Date published: 2020-08-29 3/28/20. The folding legs make this portable kit, so you can fire up the grill on the back patot or at
the camp. Choose where Costco has Camp Chef Tundra Pro 3-Burner stove to shop for a very limited time. It is priced at $229.99. While supplies last. Items Cost, participation, inventory inventory Sales dates may vary by location. This product was located in Covington Township, Washington Costco but
might not be available at all costco locations. Limited to stock on hand. Functionality: • Three 30,000 BTus / Hr. Cast Aluminum Burns • 3-Sided Wind Screen • Partially Burning Technology Van • Matchless Illusions [Propane Tank NOT Included] Included]
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